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Circulation Rules:
Tune-Up
LEIGH DUNCAN
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY

Signs of Trouble
Circulation staff see this message:

Circulation staff frequently use this function:

Signs of Trouble
Circulation staff frequently see other OVERRIDE messages:

Pieces of the Puzzle
1. Loan Rules

• Defines the parameters that Sierra uses for circulating
items to patrons.
• Each loan rule consists of a set of variables that govern
many aspects of circulation, including checkouts,
renewals, holds, notices, fines, and bills

Manual: Sierra Reference > Configuration Files and Tables > Loan Rules Table

Pieces of the Puzzle
2. Loan Rule Determiner Table

• Brings together the three variables to assign the
appropriate loan rule
• Item Location
• Patron Type
• Item Type

Manual: Sierra Reference > Configuration Files and Tables > Loan Rule Determiner Table

Pieces of the Puzzle
Used together to determine loan rule of an item:
3.
4.
5.

Patron Types

• Also used to automatically block patrons (Patron Blocks table) from performing some transactions.
• Found in the PTYPE field of patron records

Location Codes

• Also tie into multiple other tables and functions
• Found in the LOCATION field of item records

Item Types

• Also appear as categories in circulation reports.
• Found in the ITYPE field of item records

Manual: Sierra Reference > Configuration Files and Tables > Patron Type Table
Manual: Sierra Reference > Configuration Files and Tables > Branches Table
Manual: Sierra Reference > Configuration Files and Tables > Item Types Table

Pieces of the Puzzle
6. Patron Blocks Table

• Specifies the conditions which block patrons from performing
certain types of circulation transactions.
• The system compares the value in the patron's P TYPE field to
the blocking conditions specified for this patron type in the
Patron Blocks table.

Manual: Sierra Reference > Configuration Files and Tables > Patron Blocks Table

Look at the Data #1
Compare your collection to your circulation parameters:
• Are your parameters inclusive? Are all of the item types in your
collection included?

Steps
1. Create a list of all items in the library/collection
•

(Function=Create Lists)

2. Run a statistical cross-tab report for ITYPE and LOCATION
fields
•

(Function=Statistics)

3. View the report by Record Count
4. Export to Excel
5. Compare the Stats report to the Loan Rule Determiner
table to see if the ITYPES and LOCATION appropriately
matched
•

Sierra > Admin Menu > Parameters > Circulation > Loan Rule Determiner

Statistical Report – the library
currently has rules to allow
circulation of these items

Loan Rule Determiner Table –
the library currently has no
items in these locations using
these ITYPES

Statistical Report – the library
currently has rules to allow
circulation of these items

Loan Rule Determiner Table –
the library currently has no
items in these locations using
these ITYPES

Look at the Data #2
Compare your Loan Rule Determiner table to your
Patron Type, Item Type, and Location tables:
• Does your LRD include codes that are no longer in your system?

Steps
1. View the Loan Rule Determiner Table
•

Sierra > Admin Menu > Parameters > Circulation > Loan Rule Determiner

2. View the Branches (Locations) Table
•

Sierra > Admin Menu > Parameters > General > Branches

3. Look for any discrepancies: location codes present in one
table that aren’t present in the other
•

These lines can be deleted from the Loan Rule Determiner Table

Steps
4. Next, look at the Patron Types Table
•

Sierra > Admin Menu > Parameters > General > Patron Type

5. Look for any discrepancies: location codes present in one
table that aren’t present in the other
•

These Patron Types can be deleted from the individual Loan Rule Determiner lines

• Any PTYPES between 1 and 33 (except 18)
are valid
• Stretch the Patron Type column to view all
entries
• Scan the Patron Type column of the Loan
Rule Determiner Table to see if any codes
besides 1-33 (except 18) are being used

Steps
6. Next, look at the Item Types Table
•

Sierra > Admin Menu > Parameters > General > Item Type

7. Look for any discrepancies: item types present in one
table but not in the other
•

These Item Types can be deleted from the individual Loan Rule Determiner lines

• Stretch the Item Type column to view all
entries
• Scan the Item Type column of the Loan Rule
Determiner Table for any codes that are not
present in your Item Types table

Look at the Data #3
Assess your parameters for consistency:

• Can you easily convey your parameters into borrowing policies for
patrons to understand?
• Do they make sense? (e.g. Do similar patrons have similar privileges?
Are loan periods similar for the same types of items?)

Steps
1. Create a basic table for your general item types
2. View your Loan Rule Determiner Table
•

Sierra > Admin Menu > Parameters > Circulation > Loan Rule Determiner

3. Do your book collections all circulate for the same time
frame?
4. Do your media collections all circulate for the same time
frame?

• Look for patron groupings—
are similar loan rules
applied for these groups for
similar collections?

Look at the Data #4
Examine your Patron Blocks Table:

• Do similar patrons have similar blocks?
• If the blocks are invoked frequently (staff see a lot of override
prompts)—can they be adjusted to work better for your patrons?
• Sierra: Admin > Parameters > General > Patron Blocks

Steps
1. Examine the Patron Blocks table
•

Sierra > Admin > Parameters > General > Patron Blocks

2. Looks for patterns—or the lack of patterns
3. Consider the needs of each patron type

Questions:
1. Are all hospital patrons (yellow)
given similar blocks?
2. Are all Wright State patrons (blue)
given similar blocks?
3. Physical media items are less in
demand—should we increase the
max number of media items?
4. Should the number of holds allowed
be increased?

Look at the Data #5
Compare your Loan Rule Determiner table to your
Loan Rule table:
• Are there loan rules in your system that are no longer being used?

Steps
1. View your Loan Rule Determiner Table
•

Sierra > Admin Menu > Parameters > Circulation > Loan Rule Determiner

2. Sort the table by the Loan Rule column (to put the loan rules
in sequential order)
3. Note any missing number (i.e. 1,2,4,6,7,8--#3 and #5 are
missing)
4. Examine your Loan Rules table—do you still have defined rules
for #3 and #5?
5. If so, determine if they are likely to be used again; if not,
follow the steps in “Words of Caution #1” below . . .

Words of Caution #1
“Remember that time when the Systems Librarian
deleted a loan rule??”

Loan Rules are assigned by their
number:

If Rule #59 is
deleted, the rules
below it all move up
one . . .
Rule #63 becomes
Rule #62 (your 112
day items are now
circulating for 28
days!)

Words of Caution #1
• Rename the loan rule “DO NOT DELETE” if the rule is no longer active
but still has items checked out on that rule
• Rename the loan rule to “OK TO USE” if the rule is no longer active
and has no items checked out on that rule
• DO NOT DELETE A LOAN RULE
• Follow the instructions in the Manual: Sierra Guide > Using
Circulation > Maintaining Circulation Parameters > Special
Considerations for Maintaining Circulation Parameter Tables

Words of Caution #2
“Why does that location code display in RED in my
item records?”

• Do not delete a branch (item) location code without first determining
it is no longer used anywhere in your system
• If you delete a branch location code that is still used in your records,
it will display in red and will not function as a valid code
• Follow the instructions in the Manual: Sierra Guide > Maintaining
Location Codes > Deleting Location Codes

Projects for the Over-Achiever
Question: Are any of my current Text of Circulation Notices not in use?
Project:
• Create a database of your loan rules and add fields denoting which Text of
Circulation Notice numbers are used in each rule
• Write queries for each Notice Text number—run the query to see which
rules are using that Text
• Remember to keep the database updated

Projects for the Over-Achiever
Question: Are my “drop hold” Text of Circulation Notices applicable?
Are any new texts needed?
Project:
• View the Text of Circulation Notices (Sierra>Admin>Parameters>Circulation>
Text of Circulation Notices) and look for any that contain the words “drop
hold” in the Notice Type element
• These are the notices that are presented to staff when they cancel a hold in
Sierra
• Read the texts, confer with your circulation staff and determine if the notices
meet their needs
• More information in the Manual: Sierra Reference > Configuration Files and
Tables > Text of Circulation Notices Table

Projects for the Over-Achiever
Question: Do my patrons receive the correct notices for Recalls? What
about holds on overdue books? And what about Adjustments?
Project:
• Create a couple of fake patron records
• Grab a few old (little used) books from your stacks
• Outline your testing parameters:
• What happens when I check this book out, it goes overdue, and someone else requests it?
• What happens when I check this book out, it goes overdue, the patron gets billed, then
subsequently returns it?

• Follow through with the tests and note which loan rule you are using, which
notices arrive, and when, to determine if the correct notices are being sent

Questions?
Suggestions?
Leigh Duncan
Systems Librarian
Wright State University
(937) 775-2570
leigh.duncan@wright.edu

